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Youth protest in the 1960s and 1970s in Eu-
rope has attracted increasing interest from
the social sciences. In the current state of
art, ‘1968’ features prominently as a fo-
cal point in a number of overlapping tel-
eologies. One approach links the forma-
tion of youth cultures in the late 1950s with
the student uprisings in the late 1960s in
which the examination of the case study of
the Federal Republic of Germany predomi-
nates. For a number of social scientists,
such as Uta Poiger and Kaspar Maase,
the student uprisings in West Germany in
1968 were related to the mass consumer-
ism and increasing “sexual openness” that
had developed since the late 1950s: Young
men and women in the latter period are de-
scribed as challenging conservative social
norms that constrained their interaction
and which sanctioned premarital sexual
relations, by appropriating American cul-
tural products, such as “western” movies,
rock and jazz music. This subversion is ar-
gued to have been expressed in the form of
concrete political demands about sexuality
during the youth revolts in the late 1960s.1
Moreover, in a number of scholarly works
that examine the case studies of France,
West Germany and Italy from the late
1960s to the 1970s, the youth protest in the
former decade is portrayed as the onset of
a “counterculture”, including squats and,
to an extent, second-wave feminism and
the gay liberation movement; this protest,
however, is claimed to have petered out
in the late 1970s, either due to the preva-
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This article wishes to challenge the story of the decline of left-wing youth politicisation in the late
1970s by concentrating on a case study that points to another direction. In particular, we shall ex-
amine the impact of the representations of youth protest of the 1960s in Western Europe and the
USA on the Greek politicised youth during the 1970s, focusing on the period from 1977 to 1981.
The article will trace the development of this influence from the level of everyday life of young
left-wingers in the early 1970s to the level of the ideological discourse of a number of left-wing
youth groups in the late 1970s. This unfolding will be analysed in relation to the crystallisation of
the ideological discourse of Communist youth groups in Greece during the 1970s, which shall
be briefly examined, and its subsequent modification – but on no account decline – in the late
1970s. Representations of ‘1968’ alongside ‘Woodstock’ will be described as being propelled into
the limelight in this process of reconfiguration. Still, we shall not claim that youth politicisation
in Greece witnessed a ‘belated 1968’. On the contrary, ‘1968’ will be approached as a metaphor,
which was signified multiply in a variety of Communist discourses. 
The examination will go no further than the early 1980s, which may be distinguished as a cut-
off point for two reasons: first of all, due to the formation of the government in Greece by a left-
wing party, the Panhellenic Socialist Movement (Pasok), in 1981, which aimed at implement-
ing various demands expressed by the politicised youth of the 1970s; furthermore, due to the
emergence of new patterns of protest, especially squats in Athens by newly-formed anarchist
groups in the same period.
The prelude (1970–1974)
The early 1970s may certainly be described as an era of fluidity. Although there was a sizeable
left-wing youth, only a tiny minority of it was affiliated to clandestine parties and youth organi-
sations. The politicised students in the late dictatorship era socialised mainly through region-
al student groups, a meeting point of students of the same geographical origin. In contrast to
Western European countries, such as France, Italy and West Germany, youth politicisation did
not revolve around ‘1968’. Their main concern was opposition to the dictatorship, established
in 1967. Politicised students were to an extent familiar with the ideological background of the
French May, as Kornetis shows: a number of books, published by the Trotskyite publisher Neoi
Stochoi, disseminated the conceptual framework put forth by the Frankfurt School and, espe-
cially, Herbert Marcuse. These translations had a great impact on non-Trotskyites as well.3 Still,
the vertical structures of the Communist parties and their youth organisations were marginally
contested, whereas the demands put forth had to do with “democratisation” and “class exploita-
tion” and not with “alienation”.
However, there was another terrain where symbols or accounts of youth protest in Western Eu-
rope and the USA that occurred in the 1960s were more influential among left-wing students in
Greece in the early 1970s: the popularisation of premarital sexual relations. This tendency was
certainly not caused, but to an extent facilitated, by the circulation of representations of ‘1968’,
‘Berkeley’ and ‘Woodstock’ in popular culture in Greece in the 1970s. In general, “hippies” in par-
ticular were an object both of fascination and of criticism for large segments of the Greek society.
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The perception that they were prone to drug consumption raised eyebrows both among politi-
cised students, according to Kornetis, and in popular Greek films, such as Marijuana Stop (1971).4
On the other hand, a number of popular Greek movies which appeared in the early 1970s, such
as Ti 30, ti 40, ti 50 (“30s, 40s, 50s, it makes no difference”; produced in 1972), employed the hippie
counterculture as a positive symbol of sexual permissiveness. In the aforementioned film, the
hippies were often evoked as conveying the “spirit of contemporary times”, connected with the
transgression of the dominant sexual norms in Greece. In fact, the movie included many scenes 
of courtship between people who differed in age significantly. Still, these relations would end up
in marriage: not all institutions would be subject to subversion. The same association, name-
ly between the hippie counterculture and sexual openness, also appeared in popular women’s
magazines, such as Fantasio, in the early and mid-1970s.5
Left-wing students became familiar with youth protest in Western Europe and the USA also
through films, such as Woodstock (1970) and The Strawberry Statement (1970). Similarly, they
did not denote for them merely confrontation with the dictatorial regime, but also a shift in sexual 
norms. L. M. remembers that: “We had watched Woodstock and The Strawberry Statement. In my 
mind there was an image of youth as a force that would change the world, which was subvert-
ing behaviour patterns.”6 Another politicised student of that period, A. H., narrates that: “in the
universities, there was sexual freedom. You watched Woodstock and you didn’t think you were 
a weirdo because you looked for sex before marriage.”7
Representations of the hippie movement were also employed by young left-wingers to signify 
the excursions of male and female students as well as of a small number of secondary school
pupils. The last years of the dictatorship witnessed the emergence of peer groups among pupils
who attended the private high schools in Athens, such as the College of Athens, and belonged to 
the upper middle class. These groups, which were limited in number, comprised politicised indi-
viduals who were not affiliated at that point with any party, but were united in an anti-dictatorial
sentiment. Most of their members would later join Rigas Feraios (henceforth RF), the Eurocom-
munist youth group. Such pupils and students identified in a vague sense with youth protest in
Western Europe and the USA as a means of challenging the image of “respectable” children. This
identification was articulated to a great extent through a subversive lifestyle, which these pupils 
coined “hippie”. One of its core elements was travel to the Greek islands, which involved cheap
ship tickets and sleeping in tents or just in sleeping bags. As N. E. narrates, referring to her ex-
periences as a pupil until 1972 and, subsequently, as a university student in France, “we stayed
in some miserable hotels, at camping sites. We had to travel to the least popular tourist attrac-
tions, the less expensive destinations. It was part of the framework of our emancipation.”
The interviewee conceived “emancipation” as the freedom of both young men and women to de-
velop unstable premarital relations.8 This association is repeated in the life-stories of many other 
former left-wing pupils of private schools who joined RF subsequently, regardless of gender and 
their current political orientation.9 Actually, interviews have illuminated that people involved in
these peer groups have often preserved friendly relations to the present. These bonds are prem-
ised on the fact that these former pupils describe each other as ‘avant-garde’, a representation
which they connect to a great extent with what they experienced as the transgression of upper-















middle class norms through their lifestyle in the early 1970s. Consequently, as van Boeschoten
argues, it is not surprising that such moments feature prominently in their narrations, since they
apparently constitute “parts of collective memory (that) remain unchanged”.10
However, it is questionable whether the representations of ‘Woodstock’, ‘Berkeley’ and ‘1968’
accommodated the spread of premarital sexual relations among young people beyond students
and a segment of high school pupils in this period. As Renee Hirschon argues of the working-
class area of Kokkinia, premarital sexual intercourse was still regarded as a stigma not only for 
the unmarried woman, but also for her entire family, at the beginning of the 1970s.11
The return of the 1940s (1974–1977)
The mid-1970s saw the transition to democracy in Portugal, Greece and Spain. In Greece, Com-
munist parties and youth organisations were legalised in 1974 and they became growingly in-
fluential, especially among students, as shown in Table 1. The two strongest Communist youth
groups in Greece were the Communist Youth of Greece (KNE), affiliated with the Communist Par-
ty of Greece (KKE), and Rigas Feraios (RF), affiliated with the Communist Party of Greece (Inte-
rior) (KKE Interior). The main difference between them lay in the fact that KNE was pro-Soviet,
while RF was sceptical of the USSR. Another crucial difference was the issue of the “autonomy”
of “popular movements”: in 1976, RF declared that the decisions for the activity of social move-
ments had to be taken by the bodies of these movements and not by a party apparatus outside 
them. The role of the KKE Interior and RF was declared by their leadership to be their co-ordi-
Table 1: The results of university elections in Greece, 1974–198114
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
PASP 
(affiliated to Pasok Youth) 24.370 25.550 25.060 21.360 27.600 26.700 26.800 25.200
PSK (affiliated to the KNE) 19.740 22.670 26.510 26.990 30.600 31.200 31.300 32.300
DA–DE (affiliated to RF) 14.600 16.420 17.520 20.940 16.700 7.500 8.900 10.100
Choros 7.200 11.300 8.400
DAP–NDFK 
(affiliated to New Democracy) 16.040 17.050 10.780 13.210 12.100 10.900 10.300 11.400
AASPE (Maoist) 3.750 3.650 4.850 4.000 3.200 1.900
PPSP (Maoist) 2.640 4.300 5.470 4.800 5.400 5.600 5.600 2.100
Turnout 23,863 45,460 39,383 47,743 49,656 50,513 50,690 47,916
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nation in the direction of the “common popular struggle”.12 By contrast, the KNE was in favour 
of the “correct guidance” of these movements from the “one and only” Communist Party (KKE) 
and its youth organisation, KNE. Concerning their constituencies, the influence of both groups
was confined mainly to the urban centres: RF attracted mostly upper- and middle-class stu-
dents, while the KNE recruited numerous young workers alongside middle-class and work-
ing-class students.13 The Pasok Youth was also influential. Less popular, but still important,
were the Maoist student groups, PPSP (Proodeytiki Panspoudastiki Sindikalistiki Parataxi, Pro-
gressive All-Students’ Unionist Movement) and AASPE (Antifasistiki Antiimperialistiki Spoudas-
tiki Parataxi Elladas, Antifascist Anti-imperialist Student Movement in Greece), aligned with the
Communist Party of Greece Marxist-Leninist (KKE m-l) and the Revolutionary Communist Par-
ty of Greece (EKKE), respectively. The Communist and the Socialist university student organisa-
tions remained strongest until the mid-1980s. On the contrary, the New Democracy Youth Or-
ganisation (ONNED), the youth group of the governing conservative party, in office from 1974 to 
1981, became active among students only after the election of the Pasok government in 1981.
Despite the segmentation in numerous Socialist and Communist groups, the politicised youth
during this period shared the common identity of “progressive” and “democratic forces”, which
ranged from centre-left to the far left. This identity was an outcome of convergence of left-wing 
and centre-left groups and persons that had taken place mainly during the years of the dicta-
torship and the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974. The “progressive” membership, regardless
of its specific political orientation, rallied round the demands of “democratisation” and “national
liberation”. The latter was also associated with the crisis in Cyprus, since the USA was accused
of interfering and supporting the Turkish military intervention against the Cypriots, who were
largely equated with the Greek-Cypriots. According to Voulgaris, the post-dictatorship years
were marked by an explosion of expectations of the social and political groups that had been 
excluded from positions of power since the end of the Civil War.15 Left-wingers expected that so-
cialist transformation was possible in Greece. The demands for “democratisation” and “nation-
al liberation” were embedded in an “antifascist, anti-imperialist” narrative, different versions of 
which were shared by all left-wing parties and youth organisations in this period. What emerged
was a culture of commemoration of various events that occurred in the period extending from 
the 1930s until the 1970s in Greece. The resistance against the tripartite occupation of Greece by 
Germany, Bulgaria and Italy from 1941 to 1944 alongside the Polytechnic uprising in 1973 fea-
tured prominently in this collective memory. In this environment, two prominent casualties were
rock music and representations of ‘1968’ and ‘Woodstock’, since they were deemed irrelevant
to the dominant perceptions of youth politicisation. Young left-wingers would instead sing the
music of Mikis Theodorakis as well as partisan songs in tavernas and boîtes. They would also
watch what they called “progressive” movies, which had mainly to do with ideologically commit-
ted, Greek cinema, such as Thiassos (Actors’ Colony, 1975) by Theodoros Angelopoulos, which 
again referred to Greek history from the 1930s to the 1970s.
The shaping of the aforementioned memory was not merely the outcome of the spontaneous
explosion of expectations of left-wingers of different directions. It also constituted a top–bottom 
process, in which the Socialist and Communist youth groups were actively involved. Not only did
they organise many of the aforementioned commemorations, but they also constructed particu-















lar modes of reception of cultural products, which were classified into “progressive” and “reac-
tionary”. “Progressive” cultural products were mainly, but not exclusively, those associated with
the “Greek popular traditions” as opposed to the “American way of life” – a model that had been
introduced into the Greek left in the 1950s.16 All Socialist and Communist youth groups embraced
this taxonomy in the aftermath of the dictatorship, but the KNE provided the most detailed defini-
tions. “Traditional” cultural products included Greek folk music, but mostly revolved around the
recent past, privileging rebetiko17 and partisan songs of the 1940s. In fact, in the case of the KNE,
“tradition” was approached as an ahistorical category that ran through the history of the “Greek
people” and reproduced two emotions: the “suffering” due to the “exploitation” of “people” due to
“capitalism” and “imperialism” and optimism in the “ultimate victory” of its “struggle against op-
pression”, whatever this “oppression” was defined by the pro-USSR organisation to be in every
era. By contrast, the “American way of life” was associated in the official texts of the KNE with
unstable sexual relations and “depoliticisation”. The classification of cultural products by left-
wing youth groups in the mid-1970s was predominant in the leisure pursuits of the politicised
youth in the mid-1970s: the relation of youth politicisation to leisure was predicated during this
period on long-lasting discussions, often in an informal fashion, which were called pigadakia.
These discussions aimed at distilling “progressive” political messages from cultural products,
which were meant to reproduce the feeling of common belonging among persons aligned with
the same group as well as to help recruit new members. 
However, a set of dynamics ushered in a period of challenging of this regime of politicisation. A
growing number of intellectuals voiced critique on the concept of “traditions”. They argued that
the latter constituted a historically determined concept which they linked with orally transmitted
cultural patterns: therefore, it could not be approached as transcending historical eras and could
certainly not be applied to the case of Greece in the 1970s. In a relevant debate, which was held
in the pages of Anti, a magazine that served as a forum of exchange of ideas of Socialist and
Communist forces in Greece, in 1976, a number of intellectuals, such as the social anthropolo-
gist Alki Kyriakidou-Nestoros, argued that “popular tradition as a historical reality does not exist
any more”.18 Another development was the proliferation from the early 1970s of leisure activities
experienced by young consumers, including Communists, as time without purpose. A category of
such leisure pursuits was connected with rock music: it included the spread, in the late 1970s, of
bars and pubs where rock music was played, such as “Ippopotamos” in Athens and “Lucky Luke”
in Thessaloniki. In these venues, the activities of patrons no longer revolved around collective
singing or discussing the meaning of lyrics, which had been the cornerstone of the message-
centred approach to music by young Communists and Socialists since the mid-1970s.
Memory battles (1977–81)
These dynamics coincided with a wave of splits that affected the entire range of left-wing youth
organisations. Even though the KNE, RF and the Pasok Youth remained by far the most influ-
ential forces among students, with the KNE retaining a solid following among young workers,
a new agent of left-wing youth politicisation emerged in 1978: It was a fluid network of autono-
mous Communists who called themselves  Χώρος (Choros). It included organised groups, main-
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ly the Greek Communist Youth “Rigas Feraios” – Second Panhellenic Congress (EKON RF–B΄
Panelladiki), which split from RF in 1978, as well as the radical left-wing OPA (Organosi gia mia 
proletariaki Aristera, Organisation for a Proletarian Left). Unaffiliated ex-members of the Mao-
ist groups, the KNE and Pasok Youth also joined. This network was active mainly in the form
of autonomous student groups enjoying a considerable level of support, as appears in Table 1. 
However, with the exception of some cultural societies, such as the Mousiko Kafetheatro (Musi-
cal Café-Theatre) in Palaio Faliro, and some magazines, such as Exodos in Koukaki, they lacked 
any significant appeal in lower middle- and working-class districts.
Even though withdrawals from the politicised youth groups did not constitute a novelty, it was the
first time since the collapse of the dictatorship that they led to a substantial critique of the very lan-
guage, the practices and the organisational structure of all left-wing parties and youth groups. The
participants in Choros19 did not share the expectation that Communist or Socialist youth member-
ship would help bring about socialist transformation. On the contrary, they accused these actors 
of limiting themselves to the proposition of reforms, which the autonomous left-wingers regard-
ed as “technocratic” measures that actually help reproduce the capitalist system.20 Choros never 
acquired a clear organisational structure, but the common point of the persons that participated
in it was the concept of amfisvitisi (challenging) of social norms alongside the regime of politici-
sation that had dominated the mid-1970s. This challenging extended mainly into three domains:
the rejection of top–bottom hierarchical structures – which were blamed for fostering bureau-
cratic relations – as well as of the entatikopiisi (intensification) of university studies. The partici-
pants in Choros argued that these processes would lead to the ensomatosi or entaxi (integration) 
of the youth into the capitalist system. In fact, this language derived from the theoretical endeav-
ours of the wing of RF that split in 1978 and formed B Panelladiki and, especially, from the writ-
ings of Antonis Maounis.21 The latter, drawing on the structuralist Marxist concept of the ideologi-
cal state apparatus, approached the education system as means of entaxi of the youth into the 
“bourgeois society”. Similarly, again following structuralist Marxism, the autonomous young left-
wingers criticised the regulation of sexual behaviour through guidelines, again on the grounds
that it facilitated “integration” into the capitalist system. Their main target was a set of guidelines
that the KNE published in 1977 and which provided details about the desirable behaviour pat-
terns of young Communists at school and work as well as in their family and sexual relations.22
From October 1979, Choros became increasingly visible. On 25 October, it organised a protest
which gathered forces that openly challenged the National Student Union of Greece (EFEE) (the
secondary body co-ordinating the activities of the administrative councils of university students)
for the first time since the collapse of the dictatorship. In December of the same year, Choros,
together with the Maoist AASPE and PPSP groups, emerged victorious in a number of general 
assemblies of students, which voted for the instant occupation of university departments in Ath-
ens, Thessaloniki, Patras, Ioannina and Rethymno in protest against Law 815. The occupants
opposed the law as “intensifying” their studies by reducing the opportunities that a student had
to take an exam. The occupations petered out by the Christmas holiday, but the New Year would 
see the decision of the government to abolish the law.
Anti-bureaucratic demands and the very practice of occupying university departments might















tempt an historian to regard the emergence of Choros and in particular the December 1979 oc-
cupations, as the Greek ‘belated 1968’. However, such a characterisation would obscure the spe-
cificities of late-1970s Greece. Despite raising similar concerns about integration for instance,
many participants in Choros were deeply influenced by a discourse, namely structuralist Marx-
ism, which was rather neglected by the protagonists of May 1968; in addition, the very Other of
Choros was not the fascist past, as in the case of protestors in West Germany and Italy in the
late 1960s, but the narrative that regulated politicisation in mid-1970s Greece, namely an “anti-
fascist, anti-imperialist” language. Actually, what needs to be stressed is how representations
of ‘1968’ were appropriated by and circulated among the participants in Choros.
The representations of youth protest in the 1960s in Western Europe and the USA spread
through a variety of channels in the late 1970s. The older left-wingers, as indicated above, in-
cluding members of the KNE, who had been students during the last years of the dictatorship,
had come into contact with the work of Marcuse that were published by Neoi Stochoi.23 In 1978,
grasping the opportunity afforded by the lapse of ten years since the youth revolts in Western
Europe, the magazine Anti published a number of articles about what followed the May uprisings
in France, as well as a number of leaflets distributed then by the Situationists and the Trotskyist
JCR (Jeunesse communiste révolutionnaire, Revolutionary Communist Youth).24 Most articles
had in common the line of argument that, even though the uprisings did not topple the politi-
cal status quo, they “shook established social and political norms”. Another influential channel
was Pezodromio (Pavement), a Greek anarchist magazine published since the early 1970s, who
was sympathetic to Situationism and which included translations from texts produced during
the youth revolts of 1968. Although the Situationists never commanded strong support among
Greek youth, citations of their articles are found in the magazine of EKON RF–B΄ Panelladiki,
Agonas gia tin Kommounistiki Ananeosi.25 Another source seems to have been narrations of
Greek students who were in Paris in May 1968. One such narrative, by Michalis Papagiannakis,
appeared in Thourios, the RF newspaper, in 1978 as part of a retrospective of the May–June 1968
protests in France. All the aforementioned sources focused mostly on the French case. Never-
theless, at the end of the 1970s, there also appeared translations of texts published by Italian
protest movements of the late 1960s. For example, in 1980, Rixi, the OPA magazine, published
a translated extract from the fifth volume of Proletarians without Revolution by Renzo del Carria,
which referred to the student uprising in Italy in 1968 and its shift to agitation in the factories.26
Representations of youth protest in Western Europe and the USA in the 1960s also appeared in
the publications of Choros, albeit in a fragmented fashion. The French May in particular would be
a recurrent point of reference in the language and practices of the participants in Choros, though
in a subtle way that was determined by the broader reconfiguration of the ideological discourse
of the Left that they performed. Actually, the meaning of ‘1968’ for the autonomous young left-
wingers was barely clarified in any extensive account or analysis. This vagueness derived from
their stance towards the concept of “role-model” in general, connected with the rejection of the
dichotomy between the “American way of life” and the “Greek popular traditions” in numerous
Choros texts.27 The young autonomous left-wingers would participate in the aforementioned
broader debate about the meaning of “Greek traditions”. They would actually go further to argue
that such classifications are “innately conservative” and would abstain from substituting them
with other bipolar models. This rejection affected both the stance of the participants of Choros
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towards the culture of commemoration that emerged in the first post-dictatorship years. Most
notably, a number of members that belonged to B΄ Panelladiki would criticise the ritualisation
of the memory of the resistance (1942–44) or of the Polytechnic Uprising (1973) in a number of
events organised by left-wing parties and youth organisations. They claimed that they consti-
tuted efforts to “subordinate” history to an eschatological metanarrative that would vindicate the
guidelines produced by the higher ranks of these actors, to which the lower ranks and the social 
movements were demanded to conform – an act that, according to the autonomous young left-
wingers, reproduced “bureaucratic” relations. Voicing a vehement critique of this “instrumentali-
sation” of time, as they labelled it, they abstained from seeking an alternative role model to iden-
tify with. They privileged what they called “experimentation” that could potentially lead to different
types of organisational structure of the youth movement in Greece.28 The potential outcome of 
this “experimentation”, however, remained unclear to the participants in Choros throughout the 
late 1970s. Actually, it should be stressed that in the case of B΄ Panelladiki, from its formation,
its participants debated the issue whether it should adopt a rigid organisational model based on
democratic centralism, or a looser one, diffusing its activities across wider autonomous groups. 
A small section of the group, including Antonis Maounis, argued for the former, whereas a
somewhat bigger contingent, including Kostas Livieratos and Giannis Gouzoulis, was in favour 
of the latter. The majority, however, which included Dimitris Psarras, was in favour of a middle
ground. It was mainly during and after the
1979 occupations that in practice B΄ Pan-
elladiki became less visible as a distinct
force and operated mostly within wider 
groupings, such as the fluid network of
Choros. Thus, especially since late 1979,
the texts produced by Choros reproduced 
a self-representation of an incomplete,
inconsistent collective self. In this vein,
autonomous young left-wingers were
certainly fascinated with slogans and im-
ages of ‘1968’, which served as an im-
petus for challenging established social
and political patterns, signifying the pro-
test of the network against “ensomato-
si” (integration). The autonomous young
leftwingers, however, would prove remi-
niscent of 1968 through the scattered
images or slogans that appeared in the
texts of Choros. These images and slo-
gans were not linked in an explicit way
with the content of the text they supple-
mented. Sometimes, the very fact that
these representations emanated from
the youth revolts of 1968 in Western Eu-
rope was usually not mentioned, as these 
Poster published by the student group of B΄ Pan-
elladiki, 197930
fig. 1















images and slogans were employed without attribution. Such a use of symbols of 1968 is evident
in the poster of the student group of B Panelladiki in 1979, which included the slogan put forward
during the French May: “intensification, intensification, integration”.29
Another one was the cover page of the founding char-
ter of B Panelladiki, featuring the image of a young
woman from the French May, without any further 
reference to that particular youth revolt in the text it-
self.31 Images of 1968 would also be employed by au-
tonomous left-wing pupils, especially in the magazine
Touvlo, following the same pattern as in Agonas gia tin
Kommounistiki Ananeosi: their origins would not be
mentioned. Similarly, without attribution, Rixi would
accompany its account of the 1979 occupations with
various slogans that were written on the walls of the
occupied departments, including “God, I suspect that
you are a left-wing intellectual”, which was first chant-
ed in Paris in May 1968.32 Concomitantly, in the publications of Choros, there are very few explic-
it references to or detailed analyses of the French May and its exact significance for the young
autonomous left-wingers. One exception was the aforementioned text in Rixi, which, however,
consisted mainly of the extract from del Carria’s Proletarians without Revolution. Its introductory
note, written by the magazine’s editorial team, mentioned that only some of the ideas expressed
by the author were endorsed by OPA, again refraining from providing any further information. 
Therefore, the participants in Choros did not portray ‘1968’ as the substitute for the “partisans of
the 1940s” in the subject-position of the role model in their discourse. This is especially mani-
fest in analyses just after the ending of the 1979 occupations, which they stressed were not “a
copycat of May 1968”.34
The rejection of the juxtaposition of the “American way of life” with “Greek popular traditions”
would affect the relation of leisure to politics that Choros espoused. Rock music was one of the
favourite cultural products of its participants. In general, after a short period of decline from 1974
to 1977, rock music experienced rising popularity from 1977 among Greek youth, politicised or 
not.35 The most popular genres for both categories were rock produced from the mid-1960s to
the early 1970s, including the folk rock of Bob Dylan and Joan Baez, the psychedelic rock of the
Doors, Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin, as well as the music of the Who and the Rolling Stones.36
As regards Choros, its participants would organise rock parties quite often, especially in the
premises of the occupied universities in 1979.37 According to a number of articles and inter-
views, the young autonomous left-wingers associated these music genres with youth protest
movements that had emerged in the 1960s in the USA and in Western European countries.38
As researchers of cultural appropriation would describe, drawing on the Birmingham School
of Cultural Studies, the participants in Choros were active consumers that received rock music
through a process of “bricolage”: they “re-accented, rearticulated or trans-coded the material of
mass culture to their own ends”.39 In this case, the representations of the ‘French May’ would be
An extract from Touvlo33
fig. 2
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conflated with those of ‘Woodstock’. This connection, especially with the latter, seems to have
appeared already in the latter years of the dictatorship among young left-wingers, as one inter-
viewee narrated to Kornetis: “The message that was coming from abroad, mainly from abroad, 
was the following: the wind of freedom that was unleashed after May ’68. Since in Greece there
was no political discussion, it was banned by the Junta, it’s strange but I think, without being
sure, these are at least my memories, that the message was coming mainly from the States and 
mainly through music. Woodstock, the music, Dylan, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young and so on.”40
E. Q., male, RF cadre until 1978 and member of B Panelladiki from 1978 to 1982, employed the 
same association to describe his music tastes in the late 1970s. He narrated that he listened to
the “rock music of the Who, Jimi Hendrix and the Doors”, which he called the “music of May ’68”.
Of course, this connection could be attributed to the fact that the interview was conducted in 2008,
the fortieth anniversary of the French May. It was a period that teemed with relevant discussions,
which may have tempted the narrator to ground this aspect of his life-story on that event. Nev-
ertheless, texts produced by Choros in the late 1970s also employ the link of late 1960s rock
music with ‘Woodstock’ and ‘1968’; they are rather evasive, however, in analysing the reasons 
why they established this link. Rock music would not just substitute partisan songs for the au-
tonomous young left-wingers. While empathising with young rebels of the late 1960s in France
or the USA through listening to rock music, they did not signify this experience as helping trans-
form them into dedicated militants of a ‘Greek May’. Rock denoted norms that they opposed and 
not a particular framework that they endorsed, so it could barely serve as means of instruction.
As argued in Aythaireta, the Athens area newspaper of B Panelladiki, 
. . . those forces that the crisis in the Left is unleashing . . . need, besides their new politi-
cal identity, a different form of leisure. It is this need that brings them close to rock mu-
sic . . . From the certainties of conformity to the contemplation of rixi [rupture]. From the de-
mand for an alternative, democratic Law 815 to the occupations. From the gatherings at the 
Ippopotamos bar to the parties in the university schools. That is how a homogeneous public
is constructed. A public aware of the limits of music, which learns to entertain itself neither 
with the dance of the revolution nor with the dance of forgetting.41
The ending of the university occupations ushered in a period during which “amfisvitisi” (chal-
lenging) would dominate the debates among young left-wingers. The major issue at stake was
the relation of popular movements to left-wing party structures. However, not all young Com-
munists shared the rejection of the American way of life/Greek popular tradition dichotomy.
The KNE continued to assume that “Greek popular tradition” in particular and “progressive art”
in general, was a resource that, by displaying the “suffering” of the “people”, helped instil “dis-
cipline”, thus contributing to the “correct path” of the “organised struggle” of the Greek youth.
In this vein, it was argued in its official texts that the “struggle of youth” needed to be led by the
“working class” and its “avant-garde party”, namely the KKE, as well as its youth organisation. 
The youth movements of the 1960s in the USA and Western Europe were depicted as lacking the
correct guidance of a pro-USSR Communist party, which would consolidate their alliance with 
the “working class”.42 Therefore, a clear genealogy was developed, concerning ‘1968’, ‘Berkeley’
and ‘Woodstock’, based on the leitmotiv of the “spontaneous reaction” of youth to the “misery















generated by capitalism”, but which was not “guided” by the “avant-garde party of the working
class” and, consequently, fell into disarray, either being co-opted or falling into drug consump-
tion. The aforementioned narrative drew heavily upon a discussion among members of the PCF
(French Communist Party), which was published in the party magazine, Cahiers du Communis-
me, a translation of which appeared in Odigitis, the official KNE newspaper.43
Members of RF placed themselves between the approach of Choros and that of the KNE. On
the one hand, they challenged the top-bottom decision-making that they claimed that had been
prevalent in the student movement from the restoration of democracy until the eruption of the
occupations in 1979 and which they blamed mainly on the KNE, while also being self-critical. In
a sense, they continued the critique they had voiced since 1976 with the decision on the “auton-
omous popular movements”, which should not be controlled, but co-ordinated by Communist
parties and youth organisations. Nevertheless, in marked difference from the language they
used until the occupations, they no longer regarded themselves as representing the sole force
of “Communist renewal”. Rather, they argued that B Panelladiki and Choros in general, along-
side the autonomous feminist groups, had formed a “network” of cultural societies and women’s
groups, which had promoted the desirable “autonomy” in student and other movements. How-
ever, their stance towards Choros was ambivalent: this network was accused of being prone to
mounting critique without offering a viable alternative. Thus, it was maintained that members
of RF ought to cooperate with these “broader renewal forces” so as to orientate them towards
the struggle for the transformation of state institutions through a gradual process of radical re-
forms, which they named “structural”. This claim was expressed not only in the official language
of the group, but also in many letters of its members and cadres before and during its second
congress in 1980. Some of these letters included representations of the youth revolts in the USA
and in Western European countries during the 1960s. In a letter from Andreas Nefeloudis, it was
argued that the American counterculture and May 1968, like the rock music of the period when
they occurred, reached an “impasse” (he viewed Jim Morrison’s suicide as an example) or were
co-opted, due to the fact that they lacked a “positive perspective”, putting forth an alternative in-
stitutional framework.44
Conclusions
This article abstains from seeking a ‘belated 1968’ in the case of Greece. On the contrary, it ex-
plores the representations of ‘1968’ that were employed by young left-wingers of different di-
rections in Greece in the 1970s. It argues that the shifting expectations of a segment of the po-
liticised youth from the mid- to late 1970s affected the form of the ideological discourse that
regulated its activity. The explosion of expectations about the transition to democracy and the
possibility of socialist transformation that the entire left-wing youth experienced in the first post-
dictatorship years (1974–1977) was premised on the construction of a collective memory of the
period extending from the 1930s to the 1970s in Greece. Young left-wingers identified particularly
with the partisans of the resistance in the early 1940s and they would portray them as role-mod-
els for their political activity. Most notably in the case of the KNE, this self-fashioning would be
based on a normative discourse that juxtaposed the “American way of life” with the “Greek pop-
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ular traditions” and relegated the latter to the status of a set of values that could regulate every
area of the social life of its members. However, various dynamics such as an intellectual debate 
that problematised “tradition” and the emergence of Choros affected both the content and the
form of the ideological discourse of a segment of the politicised youth. No longer confident of the 
organisational structure and the practices of politicised youth groups, the participants in Choros 
challenged the normative discourse based on “tradition” as reproducing “bureaucratic relations”.
They became growingly interested in representations of ‘1968’, which had been first disseminat-
ed in the last years of the dictatorship (1970–1974), but had influenced only the everyday lives,
and not the ideological discourse, of young left-wingers. Abstaining, however, from seeking a
substitute for “tradition” as a point of reference, the autonomous young left-wingers would em-
ploy ‘1968’ in their language and practices in a fragmented fashion: images and slogans of the
French 1968 would be scattered in texts of Choros without any further analysis of what exactly
the French May represented for them. In addition, this segment of the politicised youth would ex-
perience listening to rock music as a way of identifying with ‘Woodstock’ and ‘1968’; however, in 
marked distinction to the message-centrism of the mid-1970s, the participants in Choros would
not regard this act as helping breed particular patterns of behaviour that would ensure militan-
cy. The emergence of representations of ‘1968’ in the audiovisual landscape of youth protest in
the late 1970s affected two other key actors, who discussed representations of ‘1968’ vis-à-vis
the relation of popular movements with party structures: the young Eurocommunists, first of
all, approached them ambivalently in their quest for “structural reforms” that would integrate
the activity of “autonomous popular movements”; moreover, the members of the KNE, who ap-
propriated the clear narrative of decline of ‘1968’ protest that was employed by the PCF in order 
to argue against the “ineffectiveness” of “unorganised” and “undisciplined” struggle that, as they 
argued, led the youth protests of 1968 in Western Europe into disarray.
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